
DISCOVERING THE VALUE OF YOUR PERSONALI

OVERVIEW: This guide provides detailed step-by-step instructions on how to discover your personal core values and to
use personal values in meaningful ways.

It is only through the process of prioritization that real decision-making clarity emerges. Why were you proud?
And most of all, stop worrying about your happiness. Does deciding elevate your values score? Run through
the values listed and write down a list of those that are really important to you. By asking a few specific
questions about your life, we can identify the values that form the basis for who, and how, you are. Each
choice I made was consistent with my values and my vision, at the time. Humility: It is important to be
humble and modest about my accomplishments. Values like learning, growth, and development relate to each
other. Instead, we focus on what our society, culture, and media values. I ended up in his office because I had
read about his incredible life story and I wanted to know how he did it. The big things or just little
annoyancesâ€¦ Who are your role models? Reciprocity: to create more value than I capture. Stay late. I look at
mine every Saturday morning, which is when I do my weekly review and planning. Soul in the Game: I
believe it is an ethical concern that I put my money and time where my mouth is, that I have no divorce
between what I preach and my lifestyle. If you value family, but you have to work hour weeks in your job,
will you feel internal stress and conflict? You can always quit later, and be no worse off than you are today.
Should I compromise, or be firm with my position? Pat, a trained engineer, flipped burgers and pumped gas to
pay bills and stay close to the mountains that he loved. What are your obsessions? Sometimes a decision can
go either way and both still match up with your core values. What values are essential to supporting your inner
self? What if more than one choice lines up with your core values? Something famous or not. Then, go
through the process again. What Is A Value? Take a deep breath and empty your mind.


